
Anleitung: Windlichter & Vasen mit Wassertransfer und Kork
Instructions No. 1376
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 45 Minutes

Beautiful vases and lanterns can be transformed into real eye-catchers with just a few materials - with cork and water transfers!

Water transfers are absolutely trendy at the moment. Similar to water-soluble tattoos for Skin , water transfers can be removed from the backing foil with a
little water and easily transferred to an object of your choice.

And this is how it works:

For our craft idea you need a glass object, e.g. a vase or a Wind light. This should be clean and free of grease.

Cut out various plates and small motifs from the cork paper. If you use thinner cork paper, you can of course also use a Craft Punch for punching out. You can
stick the shapes and figures you have created onto the glasses.
Tip: Use self-adhesive cork paper!

Cut out the desired motifs from the water transfer and place them briefly in a bowl of water. When the water transfers are slightly soaked, you can push the
desired motifs from the backing film and place them on the object without wrinkles. It is up to you whether you stick the motif directly onto the glass or the
cork.

For the decoration of the lanterns and vases we have also used something Cotton cord and small wooden pendants.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!



Article number Article name Qty
686303 VBS Glass bottles "Milk", set of 3 1
686198 VBS Tea light glasses, set of 4 1
418577-03 VBS Cotton cord, 100 mBrown/White 1
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